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▪ What is MillenniumDB?

▪ Open source graph database

▪ https://github.com/MillenniumDB/MillenniumDB

▪ Based on recent research on wco algorithms and path queries

https://github.com/MillenniumDB/MillenniumDB
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▪ How is the data stored?

Connections(from,type,to,edgeId)

Properties(object,property,value)

Labels(object,label)
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▪ How is the data stored?

Connections(n1,acts_in,n2,e1)

Properties(e1,role,"Bill")

Labels(n1,Person)
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▪ Characteristics:

▪ Relational storage

▪ B+tree indices

▪ Pipelined execution

▪ Graceful timeouts/query interrupts

▪ WCO/Sellinger/Greedy for joins

▪ Automata guided search for paths

Is it any good?
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▪ Wikidata Truthy

▪ 1.25B edges

▪ 92M nodes

▪ 46M edge types

▪ Wikidata query log

▪ Let's make it interesting: code 500 queries

▪ Around 800 join queries

▪ Around 1700 property path queries

▪ Timeout set to 5min; single core machine, 128GB RAM
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▪ Wikidata Truthy

▪ 1.25B edges

▪ 92M nodes

▪ 46M edge types

▪ Wikidata query log

▪ Let's make it interesting: code 500 queries

▪ Around 800 join queries

▪ Around 1700 property path queries

▪ Timeout set to 5min; single core machine, 128GB RAM

I will just talk 

about this
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What is going on?



▪ Theoretician's answer ("This is trivial"): [MW95, CMW87]

▪ Graph is an automaton

▪ Regular expression is an automaton

▪ Do the cross product (on-the-fly to be "efficient")

▪ Do reachability check from start states to end states

▪ Which algorithms can do this?

▪ BFS

▪ DFS

▪ A*

▪ IDDFS

▪ ...
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This is just B+tree search; Connection-(KevinBacon,actor,source,eId)

Requires single page pinned in the buffer (for BFS)!
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Option 1: Just the enpoint pairs (x,y)

Option 2: Enpoint pairs plus a single path/witness

Option 3: For each endpoint pair all shortest paths connecting them
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Option 1: Just the enpoint pairs (x,y)

Option 2: Enpoint pairs plus a single path/witness

Option 3: For each endpoint pair all shortest paths connecting them
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What type of a path (walk, trail, simple)?



Option 1: Just the enpoint pairs (x,y)

Option 2: Enpoint pairs plus a single path/witness

Option 3: For each endpoint pair all shortest paths connecting them
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I will look at walks (any path)!







How do we return paths?
▪ Basicaly a list of node/edge pairs

▪ Internally this is the structure Wim spoke about

What else could be done?

▪ Parallel execution

▪ Start in the middle approach

▪ Trails, simple paths

▪ Data comparisons (already done really)



MillenniumDB source code:

▪ https://github.com/MillenniumDB/MillenniumDB

Explanation of the algorithms:

▪ https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.11137

Benchmarks:

▪ https://github.com/MillenniumDB/benchmark

▪ https://github.com/MillenniumDB/WDBench
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https://github.com/MillenniumDB/MillenniumDB
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.11137
https://github.com/MillenniumDB/benchmark
https://github.com/MillenniumDB/WDBench


▪ SPARQL

▪ Endpoints/set semantics

▪ No counting paths(standard)
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Good baselines are really really 

really really important!!!
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Thank you!
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